
Easy breezy, low-cost, classroom management 
and teaching platform for schools
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Forget EdTech fatigue… we’re all about simple yet essential teaching tools to 
monitor and instruct in classrooms and with remote learners. 

That’s why teachers choose classroom.cloud. Its cloud-based teaching tools help deliver 
engaging and meaningful learning experiences for students in a safe online environment.

New Safeguarding Features!

https://classroom.cloud/video/?utm_source=Brochure&utm_term=Video
https://classroom.cloud/video/?utm_source=Brochure&utm_term=Video
https://classroom.cloud/evidence/?utm_source=Brochure&utm_term=Evidence
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Connect to students’ devices quickly and easily 
by a range of methods to get started with 
teaching and learning straight away.

Broadcast your screen and audio to connected 
students to help show/talk them through 
explanations and lesson activities.

Interact with students in real time via chat and 
messaging tools, answer help requests, gain 
instant feedback on topic understanding with 
class surveys, remote control their screen, and 
more!

Monitor students’ screens, see what they’re 
typing, and who they’re collaborating with - 
plus view their web and application use in real 
time to ensure they’re on task.

Gain attention by locking students’ screens for 
maximum focus while you explain the lesson 
activity.

Stay focused with ‘allowed’ and ‘restricted’ 
website/application lists to ensure students 
can only access relevant and appropriate 
websites during class.

NEW: Stay safe at all times with the new 
safeguarding toolkit, helping keep your 
online environment protected by monitoring 
concerning activity, identifying students at
risk and spotting safeguarding trends. 

Use with your already-established Microsoft 
SDS, ClassLink or Google Classroom 
platforms for maximum flexibility and to 
save time when setting up your technology-
led lessons.

Multi-platform support for use with a mix of 
devices ensures your school is future-proofed 
and can simply roll with the ever-changing 
tech landscape.

Learning continuity is ensured, whether in 
school or remotely, with one set of clear, 
consistent tools. 

Scalable from the smallest school to the 
largest Trust! 

Low cost, low maintenance and cloud-based 
- win, win, win! 

Key features

New Safeguarding Features!
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classroom.cloud, it’s as easy as ABC…
Try for free today at classroom.cloud

 and start getting the most out of your classroom technology!

Easy for teachers

The easiest classroom tool 
you’ll ever use, 
classroom.cloud lets you 
demonstrate, monitor, 
control, and collaborate 
with your students to deliver 
super-engaging, interactive 
lessons that will keep them 
immersed and on target for 
success.

Easy for technicians

Easy to set up, configure, 
manage, and use, 
classroom.cloud virtually 
takes care of itself! 
Integrating directly with your 
existing infrastructure, you 
can deploy in minutes and 
manage teacher and student 
devices centrally – saving 
you a bunch of time.

Easy for schools and academies

Low cost and scalable, with 
clear central configuration 
and management, 
classroom.cloud is ideal 
for school academies. 
Once set up, the IT team’s 
involvement is minimal – 
and, for teachers, using its 
intuitive interface is a breeze!

New Safeguarding Features!

Our teaching tools make it easy to lead learning, no matter where you are - and
they’re simple to maintain too!


